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 Projectile Point Types

Clovis

Hardaway-Dalton

All quantities exact or estimated minimal counts

Palmer

Kirk (notch) 21

Kirk (stem) 1

Le Croy 3

Morrow Mntn 6

Guilford 11

Brewerton 19

Otter Creek 2

Koens-Crispin 5

Perkiomen 5

Susquehana 9

Vernon 42

Piscataway 127

Calvert 48

Selby Bay 15

Jacks Rf (notch)

Jacks Rf (pent) 10

Madison/Potomac 41

Levanna 1

 Prehistoric Sherd Types

Marcey Creek 9

Dames Qtr

Selden Island

Accokeek 74

 Wolfe Neck

Vinette

Popes Creek 18

Coulbourn

 Watson

Mockley 22

Clemson Island

Page

Shepard
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Sullivan Cove
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Potomac Cr 3

Keyser
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Oyster shell
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Other
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Basalt

Unknown

Other

Dated features present at site

 Historic Artifacts  Historic Features
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Tobacco related

Activity item(s)
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Human remain(s)

Faunal material
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Misc.

Other

Const feature

Foundation

Cellar hole/cellar

Hearth/chimney

Postholes/molds
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Privy/outhouse

 Well/cistern

Trash pit/dump
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Planting feature

Road/walkway

Depression/mound
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Railroad bed

Earthworks

Mill raceway

 Wheel pit

Unknown

Other

All quantities exact or estimated minimal counts

Radiocarbon Data:

Sample 1: +/- years BP Reliability Sample 2: +/- years BP Reliability Sample 3: +/- years BP Reliability
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Sample 7: +/- years BP Reliability Sample 8: +/- years BP Reliability Sample 9: +/- years BP Reliability

Additional radiocarbon results available

Architectural
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The Katcef Site (also known as the J. Beck Site or the Pigeon House Site) is a multi-component prehistoric site: the archeological remnants of a series of 
overlapping base camps with occupations from the Early Archaic to Late Woodland time periods. The site is situated on an expansive terrace overlooking the 
Patuxent River near Crofton in Anne Arundel County, Maryland. Katcef was originally recorded by MHT as two individual archeological sites, 18AN57 and 
18AN58, in 1970. Subsequent work at both sites and in the area in-between led to the realization that it is actually one continuous site situated along the large 
river terrace (hereafter referred to as 18AN57 or Katcef. The surrounding environment is characterized as a mild, temperate climate with mixed deciduous and 
coniferous growth. The soils are largely Galestown loamy sands.

The site was first identified in the late 1960s by local collector Thomas Mayr. It was officially reported to the State Archeologist by another local collector, 
Robert Ogle and was given the site numbers 18AN57 and 18AN58 (see above) in January of 1970. Ogle collected within a large transect of soil exposed 
during vegetation clearance either in the late 1960s or early 1970s. Examinations of his collection from Katcef (both 18AN57 and 18AN58) made in 1972 and 
1980 revealed that he had recovered 17 Kirk corner-notched points, 1 Kirk stemmed point, 2 St. Albans points, 3 LeCroys, 6 Morrow Mountains, 11 Guilfords, 
112 Piscataway points, 2 Otter Creeks, 42 Vernon points, 19 Brewertons, 49 Holmes points, 4 Savannah River points, 5 Koens-Crispin points, 5 Perkiomen 
Broadspears, 9 Susquehanna Broadspears, 16 Orient fishtails, 48 Calvert points, 30 Rossvilles, 15 Selby Bays, 10 Jack’s Reef Pentagonal points, 1 Levanna 
point, 36 Madison points, 5 Potomac points, 13 unidentified points or point fragments, 3 drills, 4 groundstone axes, 2 pestles, a bannerstone fragment, 2 other 
lithics (possible use-modified tools), 9 Marcey Creek sherds, 74 Accokeek sherds, 18 Pope’s Creek sherds, 29 Mockley cord-marked, 22 Mockley net-
impressed, 10 Rappahannock sherds, and 3 Potomac Creek sherds.

Also in the late 1960s, the University of Maryland held field schools in the southern portion of the Katcef site. They excavated in two large blocks over at least 
two summers. Large quantities of ceramics were reportedly recovered. Unfortunately, no site report is available for these excavations and the ultimate 
disposition of the recovered materials is unknown.

In 1976, Ray Korman, a member of the Archeological Society of Maryland (ASM) conducted investigations at Katcef of an unidentified nature. At the time, a 
significant portion of the site was being impacted by sand and gravel mining. Korman reported encountering a cache of 19 quartzite blades and a hearth in 
one of these cleared areas. The two features were only about 61 cm (2 ft) away from each other. The 19 contracting stem blades were situated in two layers 
in a cluster no more than 30 cm in diameter. The hearth consisted of a cluster of 11 fire-cracked rocks with no other associated artifacts.

The first well-documented and professional work conducted at 18AN57 occurred in the late summer of 1977. At that time a preliminary reconnaissance survey 
was being carried out in Prince George’s and Anne Arundel Counties by the Maryland Geological Survey. The study was carried out because of planned 
improvements to Maryland Route 3. At the time, Route 3 was under consideration for possible realignment and/or reconstruction in order to facilitate the 
relatively heavy flow of traffic on the existing road. The work entailed a “windshield survey” of the entire project corridor and pedestrian reconnaissance of all 
previously identified sites, exposed surfaces (plowed fields, tree falls, erosion cuts, etc.), and any areas ecologically favorable for site location in heavily 
vegetated areas. Since Katcef was a known site, it was examined on foot and several artifacts were collected. Artifacts collected from the Katcef site in 1977 
included 1 quartz Piscataway point, 1 rhyolite biface fragment, and 102 pieces of debitage (68 quartz, 17 quartzite, and 17 rhyolite).

In late June through early August of 1989, the Potomac River Archaeology Survey (PRAS) conducted a combined Phase I/II investigation at 18AN57 and in 
the immediate environs. At that time, the site was threatened by construction of a new residential development known as Patuxent River Estates. The 
archeological survey was a condition of sub-division approval under Article 26, Title 3-109 of the Anne Arundel County Subdivision Regulations. The survey 
was conducted in response to the developer’s request to provide information on the presence of possible historic and prehistoric cultural resources located in 
the area. 

The 1989 project entailed the excavation of 337 shovel test pits (STPs) in transects laid out across the potential subdivided lots. Shovel tests were spaced 
every 30 .5 meters (100 ft) in sparsely vegetated areas and every 15.24 m (50 ft) in the more wooded portions of the site. STPs were excavated to a depth of 
30.5-76.2 cm (12-30 in). The results of the shovel test pit survey indicated six areas of possible significance.

Once areas of probable significance were located, twenty-two 91 X 91 cm (3 X 3 ft) test units were excavated. Due to the rather homogenous nature of the 
soils, the test units were excavated in arbitrary 7.6 cm (3 in) levels. The test units were excavated to a depth of 30.5-91 cm (12 to 36 inches). Excavation was 
ceased after two consecutive arbitrary levels were found to be sterile. STPs and test units in the more wooded areas were characterized by a layer of dark 
grayish-brown sand followed by yellowish-brown sand, while test units and STPs in more open areas were characterized by only yellowish-brown sand. All dirt 
from the STPs and test units was screened through hardware cloth and carefully examined for artifacts.

Artifacts recovered during the 1989 Phase I/II project included 1 quartzite Holmes-like broadspear point, 1 quartzite broadspear, 393 quartzite flakes, 298 
quartz flakes, 35 rhyolite flakes, 3 chert flakes, 1 siltstone flake, and 1 black flint flake. The broadspears indicate a later Late Archaic occupation (ca. 2200-
1500 BC) focused on riverine resources. Based on these findings, Phase III data recovery was recommended.

Phase III work was carried out in the spring of 1990, again, by the PRAS . The data which resulted from the Phase I/II investigations helped to determine the 
location of the Phase III excavation blocks. Initially, two blocks that were 4.6 X 4.6 m (15 X 15 ft) were established to further test the Late Archaic deposits 
identified the previous year. Each block was gridded into 91 X 91 cm (3 X 3 ft) units and the blocks were designated Grid 1 and Grid 2. 

At the recommendation of the Anne Arundel County Archeologist, additional shovel test pits were excavated in the northern portion of the site in an area that 
Robert Ogle reported seeing hearth’s eroding down the edge of a gravel quarry pit. Fifty additional STPs were excavated at 7.6 m (25 ft) intervals between 
transects and 7.6-15.24 m (25-50 ft) intervals between STPs. A third excavation block (Grid 3), 3.7 X 3.7 m (12 X 12 ft) in extent, was placed in this area when 
one of the shovel tests produced 2 Holmes points.

Two additional blocks were later established to further test the Late Archaic site area. Grid 4 was situated south, south-west of Grid 2, while Grid 5 was 
located north, north-east of Grid 1. Both blocks were initially 2.7 X 2.7 m (9 X 9 ft) in extent. Additional excavation units had to be extended off of both Grid 2 
and Grid 5. In all, a total of seventy-seven 91 X 91 cm (3 X 3 ft) units were excavated: 25 units in Grid 1, 29 units in Grid 2, 5 units in Grid 3, 4 units in Grid 4, 
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and 14 units in Grid 5.

Shovel test pits were excavated using procedures established during the Phase I/II project (see above). All test units were excavated by means of hand 
troweling and flat shoveling in 15 cm (6 in) arbitrary levels. All soil was screened through hardware mesh. Appropriate soils and artifact data were recorded on 
standardized forms. If features were present they were drawn to scale, in most cases bisected, and photographed. A feature sheet was also completed in 
addition to the level form. For each unit, a wall profile (in most cases the north wall) was drawn. Representative wall profiles were photographed. In most 
cases, units were excavated to at least a 91 cm depth. Excavation ceased after at least one arbitrary level of completely culturally sterile soil was removed.

A total of 1,652 prehistoric artifacts were recovered from Grid 1, including one greenstone ¾ grooved axe, projectile points and knives, and fire-cracked rock. 
One prehistoric cultural feature was encountered as well, a concentration of fire-cracked rock that probably represents a disturbed hearth. The prehistoric  
Phase III assemblage from Grid 1 consisted of 9 Holmes points, 1,439 flakes, the ¾ grooved axe, and 175 pieces of fire-cracked rock. Most of the materials 
were concentrated in the upper levels of this area, suggesting that a living floor might be present.

A total of 5,480 artifacts were recovered from Grid 2, including diagnostic artifacts, flakes, and fire-cracked rock. No prehistoric cultural features were 
encountered. The Phase III prehistoric assemblage from this area consisted of 5 Holmes points, 11 Piscataway points, 4 Kirk notched points, 6 other 
points/point fragments, 5,065 flakes, and 354 pieces of fire-cracked rock. Most of the materials were located within a single stratum (Level 3). Though an 
intact feature was encountered, dense concentrations of fire-cracked rock suggest that a hearth or hearths were once present. This concentration indicates a 
living floor in which there was a hearth and large quantities of secondary lithic reduction flakes. 

Based on the Phase III shovel-testing, it was thought that the amount of disturbance due to gravel quarrying in the Grid 3 area was minimal. However, after 
the excavation of units, it was obvious that the disturbance was great. Only 132 artifacts were recovered from Grid 3 and no features were encountered. The 
prehistoric assemblage from the Grid 3 area consisted of 1 Holmes point, an unidentifiable point tip, 55 flakes, and 30 fire-cracked rock fragments.

The area of Grid 4 was similarly unproductive. No features were encountered and 203 artifacts were recovered. The prehistoric assemblage from Grid 4 
consisted of 157 flakes and 32 pieces of fire-cracked rock.

A total of 1,922 artifacts were recovered from Grid 5, including diagnostic artifacts, flakes, and fire-cracked rock. One cultural feature, a hearth, was 
encountered. What was thought to be a charcoal sample was taken from the center of the hearth, but when sent out for analysis, it was determined to be a 
mineral deposit. Thus, no date was available for the hearth. The prehistoric assemblage recovered from the Grid 5 area consisted of 3 Piscataway points, 6 
Holmes points, 4 other points/point fragments, 1,784 flakes, and 119 pieces of fire-cracked rock. Most of the materials were located within a single stratum 
(Level 3). This concentration indicates a living floor in which there was a hearth and large quantities of secondary lithic reduction flakes. 

Taking the excavations in Grids 1, 2, and 5 into consideration, the majority (50%) of diagnostic artifacts recovered were Holmes points or related knives, 
followed closely by Piscataway points which accounted for 41%. The Kirk points represent only 9% of the diagnostic inventory. There is a strong 
correspondence between the percentages of various lithic raw materials used for flakes and those materials used for finished points. Quartz is the most 
common materials, with quartzite being less common, and rhyolite quite rare. Fire-cracked rock was predominantly quartz (82%). Tool variety is small, and 
secondary tool reduction was prevalent.

Based on all of the available data, the primary components at the site are a Kirk (Early Archaic) component, and Piscataway and Holmes (Late Archaic) 
component. The Early Archaic stratified component is present only in Grid 2. The Late Archaic component was encountered in all Phase III grids, though in 
Grid 1, no Piscataway points were recovered. Piscataway points were recovered in significant quantities in Grids 2 and 5. It can be assumed that this site was 
re-visited a number of times since the large number of points might indicate a high loss of curated tools.

The northern boundary of the site remains to be established. It is likely that there were several short-term occupations within the site as illustrated by the 
different components. Within the components there appears to be several focused loci as well. The vertical focus of the site clearly is Level 3 (a depth of 30-
46 cm).

The lithic assemblages’ characteristics, along with the close proximity to the Patuxent River, suggest that the site was a revisited hunting camp. The hunting 
camp was most likely close to an associated but unknown larger seasonal base camp, since there is no evidence of animal processing (lack of scrapers, 
etc.). It is doubtful that the site was a semi-permanent base camp since the tool variety is small. The large number of small secondary reduction flakes can be 
explained by activities such as creating points from pre-forms or prepared cores. This practice can also be associated with hunting activities.

This site is significant for a number of reasons. For one, stratified multi-component Archaic sites in the Middle Atlantic, and in particular, Maryland, are rare. 
The presence of a buried Kirk component is particularly important. In addition, very few seasonal extraction camps, such as hunting camps, have been 
excavated. This is part of the overall seasonal cycle that has been observed frequently.

One of the most important findings was the definite link between Piscataway and Holmes components in the Late Archaic. Based on the data discussed 
previously, there is evidence that the Piscataway component predates the Holmes (broadspears) component somewhat. The chronology of Piscataway points 
has been debated for many years. Some argue that Piscataway points belong to Woodland Periods, while others argue that it belongs to the Late Archaic. 
Based on data recovered from this site, it clearly belongs to the Late Archaic period. 

Clearly this site is significant not only for Anne Arundel County archeology, but also for all of Maryland archeology as well. The fact that the northern 
boundaries of the site are not well established, suggests that intact portions of 18AN57 may be preserved to the north and in areas that were not impact by 
the housing construction of the 1990s. The site should still be considered a significant archeological resource.


